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Sanda Cisneros, author of “The House on Mango Street,” signed books for audience members after a discussion and reading on Friday afternoon.

By Stephen Keleher
The Collegian

campus as part of our first-year of programming for the Center for Creativity
and the Arts,” said Samiian.
Audience members came from all
After a brief introduction, Espinoza
over the Valley Friday for the appearasked Cisneros how she got her start as
ance of author of “The House on
a writer.
Mango Street,” Sandra Cisneros, who
“I like to tell people that if you’re a
participated in an hour-long chat with
writer, you’re always a writer, you’re
Fresno State professor Alex Espinoza.
always an artist, you always see the
Professor Alex Espinoza teaches
world in an artistic way,” Cisneros
English and creative writing and has
said. “And I tell children, ‘If you’re the
published books, awards and fellowkind of person that talks to trees — and
ships to his credit, as well as being an
the trees talk back to you,’ then you are
old friend of Cisneros.
probably an artist.”
“Sandra is a dedicated mentor and
Cisneros told the attentive crowd
teacher of young writers, scholars and
that her artistry didn’t translate into
artist-activists for whom she provides
writing until she was in middle school
support and guidance via both the
when a teacher inspired her.
Alfredo Cisneros Del Moral Foundation
Cisneros pointed to the value that a
and the Macondo Foundation,” said
teacher can have in the development of
Espinoza.
their students.
Dr. Vida Samiian, the dean of the
“I thought she was being mistaken
College of Arts and Humanities also
— so I better not disappoint her,” said
praised Cisneros and said her visit was
Cisneros. “My grades went up because
of great value to the university.
this teacher had faith and belief in me.
“We are pleased to be able to attract
That’s when I began writing poetry at
such a notable author to our commuthat time.”
nity and host these inspiring events on
Cisneros,
who has writ ten extensively
about the Latina
experience
have to be sad, I have to cry — so that I could
in the United
write until I’m not sad anymore.”
States, won an
American Book
— Sandra Cisneros, Award for “The
author House on Mango
Street.”
“I had just
turned 22 years

“I

old, and I started my second semester
in writers school. One day we were in
a seminar talking about houses in literature, when I realized that all of the
houses we were talking about, none
of them were like my house. Those
houses, that wasn’t my house. I said to
myself, ‘Oh, what am I doing here?’ I
felt that they all felt sorry for me, and
then I felt ashamed; then I felt I’d never
see my house in a work.”
Cisneros said that over that weekend after the seminar she went from
depression to rage, citing the courage
that propelled her into the flipside of
depression.
“I’ll show them. I’m going to write
the book,” said Cisneros. “And I started writing then. I wrote what I knew
that no one in the room [of the seminar] could tell me that they knew I was
wrong. And subsequently, when I teach
writing now I ask my students, ‘What
is it that no one else knows but you?’”
Pointing out how modern society
wants everything to be done fast and
using the allusion of all the prescribed
drugs available for every type of ailment, Cisneros warned that these wonder drugs also cover up the reality that
an artist must have free in order to create.
“That’s the real reason: to transform
all that blackness that’s in our heart to
light,” said Cisneros. “And if you don’t
do that work to transform it, it comes
out in negative ways — you know
drinking or violence, or depression,
See AUTHOR, Page 3

With rumors of Facebook making the
“Timeline” feature mandatory, users
are cautioned to prepare for the strings
that are expected to come attached if
the change occurs.
Dr. Tamyra Pierce, the department
chair of mass communication and
journalism, says that even if your
account is private, there are some loopholes for other users to see your content.
“If you’ve posted something on someone else’s wall and they don’t hide it,
then it could be on their Timeline,”
said Pierce. “There’s nothing different
in that — we’ve forever said, ‘Be careful what you post up there.’”
Pierce also said users should do their
homework and go through their profile
to clean up what they don’t want to be
seen — especially by employers.
Rita Bocchinfuso-Cohen, the director
of Career Services, agrees with Pierce
and said now is the time to also take a
look at privacy settings.
“Our National Association does
regular surveying of employers,” said
Bocchinfuso-Cohen. “The most recent
See FACEBOOK, Page 3
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THE REAL WORD OF THE DAY

eschatological (adjective) Pertaining to the ultimate ends
of life, existence.
Source: The Lexicon by William F. Buckley Jr.
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ASI represents students
I

n any sort of election, be it for
student government positions,
City Council or Congress, a lot
of attention is focused on the political party of the candidate. Are they
Republican or Democrat? Are they radical or moderate?
A lot of the concern regarding
an individual’s
political party is
focused on fiscal
issues.
In the case of
student government, the questions change.
How will you
spend student
ASI President
money? Do you
Selena Farnesi
support fee
increases? Do
you understand the student struggle to
pay for education?
In my short venture as a student
politician, I have found it both impossible and ineffective to answer these
questions like a party politician might.
If you are too liberal with the funds,
handing it back to students in the form
of grants, scholarships and club support, then you are taking the money
of every student and giving it back to
a small minority of those students. If
you are conservative with your budget,
on the other hand, then students are
paying into an organization that isn’t
giving them any sort of return on their
investment. It doesn’t make sense to
save student money because then it

doesn’t benefit the students who paid
it in the first place.
I’ve found it’s best to consider the
entire student population and use
those funds to provide programming
and resources that are accessible to
all students (like through extending
library hours). A student politician
can’t, or at least shouldn’t, adopt the
spending mentalities of either party.
In fact, I believe a student politician
shouldn’t represent either party at all.
Student governments are not meant
to be Democratic or Republican.
Student governments are not meant
to be partisan at all. Student governments are not meant to be the stomping grounds of liberal students against
the conservative ones, or vice versa.
No matter which way you look at it,
the casualties of such a battle are the
students.
As a student politician, you are
the mediator of both sides, bringing
students together to recognize their
commonalities. You are the broker
between students and their school,
making sure they get what they’ve
been promised. You are the advocate of
students to a population of decisionmaking authorities that believe they
understand because they were in college once.
These are the hats you wear; these
are the roles you play. You are not an
elephant. You are not a donkey. You
are a student. You are a student serving other students.
With an election to replace me
around the corner and my time in

ASI coming to an end as graduation
approaches, I’ve been thinking a lot
about the type of person I would be
confident in as a successor and a peer.
What I’ve come to realize is that it
doesn’t matter if this person agrees
or disagrees with the decisions I’ve
made for ASI. It doesn’t matter what
college they are in or what major
they’ve declared. It doesn’t matter if
they have a scholarship, pay for school
out of pocket or receive financial aid.
What matters is who they believe they
represent.
Certainly this is not the only factor; leadership ability, organizational
skills, meeting decorum, professionalism and respect are all important too.
But the question that students should
be ask those who run for ASI is, “Who
do you represent?”
Student government is not a private
launching pad for a political career. It
is not a self-serving catapult from college to candidacy. So if your answer
isn’t “students,” don’t waste our time.
For the rest of you who believe yourself capable of shedding your political
skin, unknotting those political ties
and working on behalf of students —
pick up an application! Think about
running for office. It’s an experience
of a lifetime.
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McClatchy-Tribune

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
To the editor:
I must say I strongly disagree with
Miss Shannon’s assessment of the lack
of culture in Fresno, the Valley and
outside the Valley. Just because Fresno
does not recognize your examples of
culture does not mean it gave up it’s
standards. They have simply evolved.
Also, if you wish to place areas
outside of the Valley in this same
category based on the People’s Choice
awards, I suggest you visit San
Francisco and the Bay Area. You will
be overwhelmed with cultural diversity.
Eric Vincent Romo
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AUTHOR: ‘If you
do it for the money,
you’re not an artist’
CONTINUED from page 1
rage, shame, all the negative
energy — if you don’t do something with that, it’ll do something to you.”
Cisneros finds inspiration to
write when she’s depressed.
“I have to be sad, I have to cry
— so that I could write until
I’m not sad anymore. If I take
that pill, how am I going to
feel, how am I going to write,”
said Cisneros. “Everything in
the universe comes to us for
a reason, including grief and
death and sadness, if we didn’t
have the big exploding cigars
in our lives, we wouldn’t sit
and process it and be able to
graduate to the next level.”
Espinoza said Cisneros has
built a literary reputation
that is being incorporated

into the classroom. On Jan.
21, the English Department
and the San Joaquin Valley
Writing Project presented a
Cisneros-related symposium
for elementary, secondary and
community college teachers at
Fresno State.
“You know I never expected
to make any money from art,”
said Cisneros. “I always tell
young artists ‘Expect you’ll
never make a penny from your
art, would you still do it?’ If
they say ‘No’ then I tell them
‘Well, you’re not an artist’”
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SOUNDSLIDE: Check out The
Collegian Online for a soundslide.
http://collegian.csufresno.edu
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Child and Development student Ger Yang finds Facebook’s Timeline confusing and prefers the current layout.

FACEBOOK: Users can use
‘Timeline’ feature as online resume
CONTINUED from page 1

Esteban Cortez/ The Collegian

Alex Espinoza, english and creative writing professor at Fresno State interviews long
time friend, and world renowned author, Sandra Cisneros at a discussion on Friday
afternoon.

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK AND
GRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAMS
Azusa Pacific University’s graduate programs
empower you to put compassion into action.
Prepare to make a difference.
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
• Internships in the Greater Los Angeles area
• Integration of faith and social work practice
• Full-time and part-time options
GRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAMS
• APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
• M.A. in Clinical Psychology (Marriage and Family Therapy)
• Alignment with current California licensure requirements
For more information on the MSW Program,
visit www.apu.edu/explore/msw/.
For more information on the graduate
psychology programs, visit
www.apu.edu/bas/graduatepsychology/.
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job outlook, the job outlook
for the class of 2012 that they
published, they ask employers what kind of activities
they plan to increase as far
as recruiting and using social
networks is one that’s been
increasing the past several
years.”
Bocchinfuso-Cohen said the
most recent survey said that
57.1 percent of employers
were going to increase their
use of social networks.
Bocchinfuso-Cohen also
pointed out that Facebook
users can use “Timeline” as
an advantage with the feature
by using a visual relative to
their career objective as the
cover photo.
The cover photo displays a
large image along the top of
the user’s profile, with the profile picture overlapping on the
bottom left-hand side.
Even though users could use
the more visual appearance,
some are not for the change.

“It’s easier to access people’s
old news feeds, but at the same
time, it’s also confusing,” said
child and development student
Ger Yang. “I prefer the old layout because I’m used to it.”
A poll on The Collegian’s
website asked visitors to give
their opinion if they were in
favor of Facebook making the
“Timeline” feature mandatory.
Twenty voters weighed in,
with 14 of the votes saying
they like the old format. One
vote said they would delete
their account if the change
occurred.
“People don’t like change,”
said Pierce. “They don’t know
what’s going to happen and

“P

how it’s going to affect them.”
Bocchinfuso-Cohen reminds
that the switch is only optional
at this time, but to be prepared
anyway.
“Right now it’s optional, you
can switch over to Timeline,
and if you do that you cannot switch back because their
plan is over the next few
weeks — and there’s no exact
date that I’ve seen, but they do
plan to force everyone over to
that new look,” BocchinfusoCohen said.

eople don’t like change.”

— Tamyra Pierce,
Mass Communications and Journalism Deptartment Chair
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Backcountry Film Festival back for year 7
By Taylor Gonzalez
The Collegian
In an effort to localize a worldwide
effort to promote wildlife preservation and interest, the Winter Wildlands
Alliance’s Backcountry Film Festival
will return to Fresno with a lineup of
inspirational videos.
Feb. 7 will mark the seventh-annual world tour of the festival and the
Fresno State Recreation Association
(FSRA) worked hard to bring the showcase onto campus.
"Every year it's the greatest collection of videos," the Recreation
Association advisor Ryan Soares said.
"They'll motivate any one to get outside
and see the great outdoors."
The festival’s purpose is to display the efforts made by the Winter
Wildlands Alliance (WWA) toward the
preservation and conservation of winter landscapes.
Filmmakers travel the world to capture their winter backcountry experiences. These backcountry enthusiasts
submit footage of their best work to the
WWA in hopes of making their debut.
A multitude of films are submitted
to a panel of judges, but only a few
are selected to be part of the festival.
This year’s program will consist of
nine different films, some of which
have achieved the Festival Award, Best
Short Award and Best of Backcountry
Award.
The Backcountry Film Festival
brought its world tour to Fresno
because of donations REI gave to the
WWA.
REI’s partnership with the FSRA
provided an opportunity to ensure the
annual event made its way back to the
Valley.

“W

ith my love for the
winter outdoors and
double major in geology and
recreation administration, I'm
looking forward to seeing the
correlation of outdoor recreation and environmental preservation in order to showcase
earth's winter backcountry.”
— Lucas Lundy,
recreation administration and
geology double major

Photo Courtesy of Backcoountry Film Festival

The film 'Breaking Trail' by won Best of The Backcountry Award and will be available for all to see
on Tuesday on campus.

Lindsey Hubert, the REI outreach
specialist and former Fresno State recreation major, reached out to the FSRA
for support.
“As a [Fresno State] recreation major,
this group is close to my heart and I’m
so excited about our continued partnership,” Hubert said.
When approached about the idea to
host the festival, the FSRA immediately jumped on board with REI. REI
Fresno and the FSRA have put forth
much effort in order to get ready for
the festival on Tuesday.
Junior Jenna Smith has been very
involved with the FSRA, which landed
her the position as current Recreation
Association president. She has been

working alongside Hubert toward making the festival a success. Smith and
the Recreation Association have taken
on the task of advertising the festival.
The club hopes to see attendance
results from the festival's promotion
after hours of effort.
“We really think that it is important
to connect a lot of different groups
together,” Smith said. “All majors
are welcome to attend the festival and
enjoy films that display the beauty
and wonder of the winter backcountry
experience."
Many recreation students are looking forward to the festival because it is
a way for them to combine their love of
preservation and recreation of the out-

doors.
Junior Lucas Lundy, a double major
in recreation administration and geology, said, "With my love for the winter
outdoors, and double majoring in geology and recreation administration, I'm
looking forward to seeing the correlation of outdoor recreation and environmental preservation in order to
showcase earth's winter backcountry."
The FSRA has high hopes for a
good turnout on Tuesday. The festival will also benefit the Recreation
Association.
The Backcountry Film Festival will
take place this Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Fresno State Satellite Student Union.
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VIDEO GAME REVIEW

'Resident Evil: Revelations'
By Billy O'Keefe
McClatchy-Tribune

A

fter Capcom insulted
3DS own ers last year
with the laughably shallow and overpriced "Resident Evil:
The Mercenaries 3D," you'd be forgiven for dismissing "Resident Evil:
Revelations" as yet another thoughtless cash-in.
You'd be wrong, but you'd be forgiven.
To the contrary, and staggeringly
so, "Revelations" is the real deal a
console-quality "Resident Evil" game
that arguably surpasses the series'
excellent recent console efforts, and a
showcase piece for a system that may
be more powerful than you'd figured.
"Revelations" illuminates the
murky timeline leading into the events
of 2009's "Resident Evil 5," and the
approach it takes pieced into episodes
like a television show, and fronted by
multiple playable protagonists at different points in the timeline is a novel
venture for the series.
The obvious benefits apply, with the
episodic approach (and complementary save/checkpoint system) giving
"Revelations" some welcome portablefriendly breaks in the action. The
structure also keeps the story on point:
Every episode, even when ending on a
cliffhanger, contains its own satisfying
story arc, and the multiple characters
and timelines keep developments cropping up at an engrossing pace.
In a more surprising benefit, the episodic structure also lets
"Revelations" be all things "Resident
Evil" at once.
Jill Valentine returns to carry the
bulk of "Revelations' " playable character weight, and her scenes set almost
exclusively aboard a gargantuan
cruise liner crawling with secrets are

a callback to the original "Resident
Evil's" sprawling mansion. The enemy
count is sparse, but so is Jill's ammo,
and the threat of significant peril
around any given corner even when
tracing old steps to access previously
inaccessible corridors provides the
best blend yet of the franchise's contemporary gameplay and original
ethos.
In contrast and without spoiling the
who or where the segments starring
other characters unfold in a variety
of environments that favor heavier
action and a more linear progression.
Impressively, "Revelations" can
handle both styles even if you pass
on the $20 Circle Pad Pro attachment,
which gives the 3DS a second analog
pad. The attachment wasn't available
for testing with "Revelations," but it
wasn't needed.
Hypothetically, "Revelations" which
adopts "RE5's" third-person perspective but offers an optional first-person
view when guns are drawn is better
without it. With only one pad, combat
becomes a tense compromise between
positioning and firing instead of mindless running and gunning, and during those moments where big trouble
breaks loose in small spaces and death
can come quick, being just a little purposefully hamstrung by the controls
adds to the excitement. The controls
are responsive, the touchscreen adds
a second layer of intuitive access, and
it's almost fun to fight the game when
it's by design and the design is this
sharp.
Presentationally, "Revelations" is a
testament to the 3DS' surprising power,
with console-quality graphics that pop
beautifully with the 3D maxed out. The
sound design is stellar, and you'd do
very well to play this one with headphones on.
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Dietetic interns aim to improve student
nutrition with weight loss challenge
By Johnathan Wilbanks
The Collegian
The Health Center will sponsor a nutrition-oriented challenge to educate students on
how to eat and cook, utilizing
proper nutrition.
T he challeng e will also
emphasize proper exercise.
The “Weight Loss Challenge”
will cover topics such as vitamin and mineral deficiencies,
weight management, diabetes,
hyperglycemia, hypertension
and cholesterol.
The challenge is open to
all interested students and
is free of charge. For more
infor mation, students may
attend drop-in counseling any
Monday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
or the designated informational meeting at 10 a.m. on Feb. 27
in the Health Center.
Jennifer Ruiz, Renee Ingles
and Jacky Barcal are organizing the program. The three are
interns and will soon become
registered dieticians.
The Weight Loss Challenge
will consist of a weekly checkin and individual counseling.
Weight loss will be gauged on
a percentage of loss in order
to ensure an even playing field
for the participants.
Elizabeth Ferris, a nutrition professor and registered
dietician, said the program
would involve body fat testing
at the beginning and end. The
interns will also take waist
circumference measurements
and keep track of participants’ overall weight.
The dieticians will ask the
participants questions to tailor the program to individual
needs, such as, “What are
your challenges? Do you need
healthy snack ideas? Do you
need ideas on how to fit fitness
into your day?” Ferrris said.
The program will emphasize
the needs of the individual in
the challenge. Specific diet
plans will be developed and
monitored for each participant.
“We can really help them
with whatever they want,”
Ruiz said. “If they want help
with health recipes or how to
cook, we can help them with

that ... we are here to help
them with their goals.”
Upon completion of the program, a total percentage of
weight lost for each participant will be calculated, and
the student with the greatest
percentage of weight loss will
win an Apple iPad. The two
runners-up will each receive
an iPod Touch.
The interns will deal with
common goals of college students, such as tone for females,
and muscle-mass building for
males.
“There is not one weight
loss thing; there are goals that
are common in the college
student,” Ferris said. “A goal
for a lot of the women is to
lose weight or maintain their
weight. Maybe a goal for the
guys is to build more muscle
or get better performance out
of their gym workout.”
The program began with a
grant from Aetna, a company that promotes health and
access to high-quality health
care. This funding has provided the financial resources to
continue the program, as well
as to do outreach to students
in the dorms.
“This was the third Aetna
grant that we received, so
we have received just over
$100,000,” said Kathleen
Yar mo, the coordinator of
health promotion and wellness services. “One of the
aims of Aetna in general is to
reduce health disparities.
“It just made sense with our
registered dietician internship program on campus that
we decided to collaborate with
food science and nutrition.”
The program has produced
positive results in the past
with few counseling sessions. As little as one session
has aided in students’ health
goals.
“It’s amazing what you can
get out of one session … a lot
of small changes over time add
up,” Ruiz said. “It’s not doing a
big overhaul …we don’t want
people to come, try it, make a
bunch of changes and not be
able to stick to them. We want
to give them things they can
do for the long term.

Photo courtesy of Renee Ingalls

Registered dietician to be Jennifer Ruiz is handing out information on studying tips and which foods to consume for
better concentration during finals week last semester at the “brain food” mobile wellness booth.

“One example would be cutting down soda consumption
… if you cut down 100 calories every day, you can lose a
pound a month,” Ferris said.
“I don’t think people think

about the amount of calories
in the foods or beverages they
consume.”
If a student cannot participate in the challenge, but
would like to improve nutri-

tional knowledge, classes dealing with nutrition conducted
by dietetic interns start Feb. 13
and end Apr. 23 at the Health
Center conference room.

This year’s Sundance Film Festival was a family affair
By Colin Covert
McClatchy-Tribune
Winnowing thousands of
entries to showcase the most
significant, film festivals
serve as a time capsule, focusing attention on the values
and concerns of the moment.
Many of the most notable
entries at this year’s Sundance
Film Festival, which ran Jan.
19-29, stress the primal importance of home and family.
Opening-night films included “Hello I Must Be Going,”
star ring Melanie Lynskey
as a demoralized, divorcee

who moves back in with her
parents and “Wish You Were
Here,” an Australian suspense
thriller starring Joel Edgerton
as a man clinging to a shattered marriage.
Family isn’t a new concept,
but it seemed to strike a chord
this year, which is understandable. When hard work
is no assurance of continued
employment and a bank loan
is no guarantee that you’ll own
your home, we all yearn for
an emotional safety net made
with bonds stronger than
Facebook friendships. Sure,
there were hor ror spoofs,

political documentaries and
jour neys of self-discovery,
but family — of bloodline or
of choice — was a recurring
theme.
The great discovery of the
festival was Behn Zeitlin’s
thrilling “Beasts of the
Souther n Wild.” The film
is one par t Faulkner and
two parts peyote, a dreamlike portrait of a ramshackle
island village beyond the New
Orleans levee. Six-year-old
Hushpuppy and her father,
Wink (Dwight Henry), live in
“The Bathtub,” a tumbledown
hamlet that could pass for a

scrap yard if it weren’t for the
residents’ spirit of community.
These fringe dwellers —
black, white, penniless, often
drunk and universally goodhearted — share a clan-like
closeness. When a hurricane
threatens to submerge their
island, we see it as Hushpuppy
does, a primeval threat to
their homestead that knots
their connections all the tighter. Zeitlin was inspired by people who refused to leave their
homes in the after math of
Hurricane Katrina, and never
condescends to these margin-

alized characters. If you called
them poor souls, they’d laugh
in your face. From their viewpoint it’s city-dwellers who
are trapped and miserable.
A wild house party thrown
by The Bathtub’s holdouts to
celebrate their survival is an
affirmation that struggling
through a calamity can be a
grand adventure.
The untutored Wallis contributes a magical feat of child
acting, but she’s a seasoned
pro compared to the costar of
“The End of Love.” Writer/
See SUNDANCE, Page 6
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The daily crossword
Across
1 Summoned, with “for”
5 Skedaddle
9 Travolta facial feature
14 Symphony member
15 Okla., from 1890 to
1907
16 Pick up
17 Carnival sight
18 Slight advantage
19 Plus
20 Redundant position?
23 “The Time Machine”
people
24 Low in a lea
25 Redundant alert?
32 Traffic stopper
33 Beauties
34 South American vacation spot
35 IRS employee
36 Pay
38 Pizzeria fixture
39 Poetic time of day
40 View from Toledo
41 Sitcom set at Mel’s
Diner
42 Redundant habit?
46 Nothing but __: perfect
hoops shot
47 Kiss and cuddle,
British-style
48 Redundant guesses?
55 Trunks
56 Prefix with stat
57 All-night party
58 Oscar night VIP
59 Detective Peter of old
TV

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Los Angeles Times

Puzzle by Mike Peluso

C

PUZZLE SOLUTION: http://collegian.csufresno.edu
Copyright 2012. Tribune Media Services, Inc.

60 Canadian tribe
61 Hamlet in “Hamlet”
and others
62 Auto pioneer
63 Driven drove
Down
1 VMI program
2 Victim in Genesis
3 Taboo
4 Settles a score
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5 Apply, as a brake
6 Comedian __ the
Entertainer
7 Golden Fleece vessel
8 “Jurassic Park” menace, briefly
9 Dins
10 Tissue abnormality
11 Houston-to-Tampa
direction
12 Glenn of The Eagles

13 Explosive letters
21 Stylish vigor
22 Mosque officials
25 Anouk of “La Dolce
Vita”
26 Sturm und __
27 Halloween vandal,
perhaps
28 Teeny
29 “The Empire Strikes
Back” director Kershner
30 Reunion attendee
31 Departed
32 Silver fineness meas.
36 Ire
37 __ Jordan: Nike brand
38 Member of a small ruling class
40 Poetic laments
41 Speck
43 New
44 Belgian seaport
45 Marriages
48 1960 Olympics city
49 Sea predator
50 Consequently
51 Rabbi’s house of worship
52 Container weight
53 Penultimate fairy tale
word
54 Future flower
55 Address bk. entry

C

Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
SOLUTION: http://collegian.csufresno.edu

Word of the Day

Jersey shower
When you don’t want to take an actual shower
for whatever reason, so you spray enough
perfume or cologne to mask your body odor.
Useful for when you only need to go out to
run a small errand like buying milk from the
grocery store.
Source: UrbanDictionary.com

SUNDANCE: Fringe dwellers universally good-hearted
CONTINUED from page 5
director/ actor Mark Webber
plays opposite his 2-year-old
son Isaac in this touching verite-style drama. Their DNAdeep intimacy pulses through
every scene. Webber plays a
version of himself, scrambling to create a sense of normalcy for his child amid the
demands of a Los Angeles acting career and single fatherhood. He lives one paycheck
ahead of eviction in a shared
apartment, toting the boy
along to auditions and to the
“park” where Isaac’s mother
is buried. Webber’s friends
Michael Cera, Jason Ritter
and Amanda Seyfried appear
as themselves, but Isaac is the
soul of the movie — naive,
curious, hilarious and utterly
alive.
Julie Delpy’s 2007 family
farce “2 Days in Paris” gets a
larkish multicultural sequel
in “2 Days in New York.” Once
again the writer/ director/
star plays Marion, a smart but
scattered photographer with
the affect of a French Annie
Hall. She and her young son
have moved in with her boyfriend, Mingus (Chris Rock in
his most relaxed and appealing performance to date), who
has a child of his own from a
previous relationship. Their
cozy existence is thrown into
uproar when Marion’s extended family arrives for a brief
visit.
Equally hectic is “The
Queen of Versailles,” a tragicomic documentary about an
elderly billionaire, his basketball-bosomed trophy wife,
their eight children and their
thwarted quest to build the

biggest single-family home in
the United States. Timeshare
mogul David Siegel and his
30-years-younger wife, Jackie,
erect their me ga-mansion
just outside Disney World,
but when the economy tanks,
their fantasyland collapses.
As layof fs decimate the
Siegels’ domestic staff, Jackie
l a m e n t s, “ I n eve r wo u l d
have had so many children
if I couldn’t have a nanny.”
She lives in the Siegel twins’
overscaled playhouse, telling
director Lauren Greenfield,
“This is my palace. I love this
place and I’m so glad Jackie
gave it to me.” Be it ever so
Liliputian, there’s no place
like home.
The Siegels, who have given
their children everything but
a sense of purpose, might feel
a shiver of recognition viewing “The Comedy,” one of the
festival’s most contentious
entries. Tim Heidecker stars
as Swanson, a spoiled, aging

child of privilege with time
on his hands, no boundaries, a sadistic sense of humor
and an entourage of equally
appalling buddies. The film
opens with Swanson abusing his bedridden father. He
passes his aimless days mocking people less well off, nasty,
off-putting antics illuminating the antisocial spite at the
heart of bad-boy blockbusters like “The Hangover.” The
desensitized way in which he
squanders his over-privileged
life treads the line between
blistering cruelty and pitchblack comedy.
“Gypsy Davy” charts the
e r r at i c l i f e o f re n ow n e d
F lamenco guitarist David
Serva and the trail of failed
families he left in his wake:
he fathered children with five
different women. The film gets
a dose of earned pathos from
the fact that director Rachel
Leah Jones is one of those
children, abandoned shortly

after she was born.
The motif of family values
played out even in sciencefiction. The crowd pleaser
“Robot and Frank” featured
Frank Langella as a grumpy
near-future retiree who forms
a heartwarming bond with
his mechanized caretaker/
companion. T he uproarious “Safety Not Guaranteed”
is based on a real classified
ad in which an anonymous
man sought a partner for a
time-travel trip. The award-

winning screenplay spins that
premise into a madcap romantic comedy about the lengths
to which we will go to find a
soul mate. The pervasive focus
on kinship and togetherness
felt like a generational shift
from recent Sundance festivals, where the romantic travails of skinny, pasty kids in
knit caps and chunky eyewear
were all the rage. This was the
year when independent filmmakers discovered that independence isn’t everything.
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SUPER BOWL: Manning engineers 4th-quarter comeback
CONTINUED from page 8
ing which they transformed
from a mediocre 7-7 squad
in mid-December into the
unlikely Super Bowl champs.
They made it to Indianapolis
thanks to a defensive surge
that saw them surrender only
39 total points in playoff wins
over Atlanta, Green Bay and
San Francisco. Against New
England on Sunday, they did
enough defensively to hold
Brady’s offense in check. The
Patriots’ 17 points matched
their lowest output of the season. And the Giants’ biggest
defensive plays came in the
fourth quarter via an interception by linebacker Chase
Blackburn with 14:17 left, the

game’s only turnover and a
clutch sack by Justin Tuck
with 36 seconds left.
Brady (27-for-41, 276 yards,
two TDs) was most brilliant
on New England’s final drive
of the first half, a 14-play
march on which he completed
all 10 of his passing attempts
for 100 yards. The final bullet of that possession was a
4-yard scoring strike to Danny
Woodhead. Amazingly that
gave the Patriots a 10-9 halftime lead following a first half
that seemed to be controlled
by New York.
During one two-possession
stretch sandwiching halftime,
Brady set a Super Bowl record
with 16 consecutive completions. Those went to six dif-

“I

t’s the greatest thing in the world. It’s the greatest
feeling in my life”
— Ahmad Bradshaw,
Giants running back

ferent receivers and chewed
up 154 yards, the Giants temporarily unable to disrupt his
rhythm nor able to account for
New England’s dizzying array
of underneath routes.
The Giants dominated the
first 13 minutes, running 19
plays to New England’s one.
Tuck provided the first fireworks, putting enough pres-

sure on Brady to force the
Patriots quarterback into an
intentional grounding penalty
in the end zone, resulting in a
2-0 New York lead early in the
first quarter.
The Giants followed immediately with a methodical
nine-play, 79-yard touchdown
drive capped by a 2-yard Eli
Manning to Victor Cruz dart.

Manning’s precision and
poise were evident all night.
He completed his first nine
passes but proved even more
heroic on his final drive, connecting with Manningham
three times for 56 yards and
Hakeem Nicks twice for 18
more yards.
As thrilling as the GiantsPatriots showdown had been
in 2008, the sequel proved just
as compelling. The tension
lasted to the final play, that
championship-deciding bomb
from Brady thrown into an
end zone mosh pit. When it
landed, the Giants had conquered again.

DOGS: Defense
forces 16 Aggie
turnovers in
win.
CONTINUED from page 8
a perfect 4-for-4 from the free
throw line.
Je r r y B row n , a k a “ T h e
Gover nor,” dominated the
glass, grabbing a game-high
eight rebounds, tying Utah
State’s Morgan Grim. Brown
finished with 14 points in 35
minutes.
Fresno State improved to
3-6 in conference and 11-14
overall. The win also marked
a two-game turnaround after
the ‘Dogs finished 1-6 in the
first half of conference play.
The Aggies fell to 4-5 in the
WAC and are an even .500 at
12-12 overall.
Saturday’s game was Fresno
State’s final home contest
before upcoming trips to San
Jose State and Hawaii in its
final WAC road stretch of the
regular season.
“We just really, really competed at a high level,” said
Terry. “Now we have to take
that to the road and got to continue to do that.”
Dalton Runberg / The Collegian

Sophomore Kevin Olekaibe dunks during Saturday’s 60-54 win over defending WAC champion Utah State.
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GALLERY: Scan the QR Code
above with your smartphone to
view the gallery online at...
http://collegian.csufresno.edu

Brad Soo / The Collegian

The Fresno State swimming and diving team wrapped up its regular season
with a 184-115 loss to San Jose State on Saturday at the Aquatics Center.

‘Dogs fall to Spartans
By Tim Salazar
The Collegian
The Fresno State swimming
and diving team lost to San
Jose State 184-115 on Saturday
in its final meet of the regular season. The loss was the
seventh in a row for the ‘Dogs
against San Jose State. Fresno
State is also winless against
the Spartans since 2008.
Being the last regular-season event, many of the ‘Dogs
swam in off-events rather than
their usual events to give them
a break from routine.
The Bulldog divers domin a t e d t h e p l at fo r m , t a k ing first and second in the
one- and three-meter events.
Sophomore Hannah Prigge
finished first in the threemeter dive with a score of
310.65 while junior Stacey
Luke scored a 279.37 to finish
runner-up.
“The divers did absolutely
fantastic today,” said diving
coach Taryn Patrick. “Both of
them had lifetime bests on the
three-meter.”
The diving duo swapped
places in the one-meter dive

as Luke scored a 276.91 and
Prigge a 267.52 in a Fresno
State sweep on the diving platforms.
In the 200-yard freestyle
freshman Courtney Sheehan
and sophomore Alexis
Melnikov claimed the second
and third spots for Fresno
State in 1:54.74 and 1:57.70,
respectively. The pair also finished first and third in the 500yard freestyle, with Sheehan
winning the race in 5:04.27,
beating out the nearest competition by four seconds.
Junior Dani Yoho finished
first in the 50-yard freestyle
and freshman Alex Madsen
won the 100-yard backstroke.
Senior Heidi Gjoen took
third in the 200-yard backstroke in her final meet as
a Bulldog, while teammate
Brittany Buna won the event.
Buna added another top-three
finish, taking third in the 200yard individual medley.
T he swimming and diving team will prepare for the
Western Athletic Conference
Championships on Feb. 22-25
in San Antonio.

Classifieds
Are you waiting for each print
edition to read the newest
classifieds? Check them out
24/7 online at:
http://collegian.csufresno.edu
Click on classifieds.
The Collegian is not responsible for nor
does it assume any liability for its advertisers. We caution our readers to check
out the legitimacy of all advertisers
before doing business with any of them.

HELP WANTED
STUDENTPAYOUTS.com
Paid survey takers needed in Fresno.
100% free to join! Click on surveys.
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The men’s basketball team has a pair of conference road games at
San Jose State on Thursday and Hawaii on Saturday.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Olekaibe leads ‘Dogs past Aggies
K.O. scores a game-high 26 points in the ‘Dogs
60-54 win over the defending WAC champions
be a tough one,” said Terry.
“Winning this game tonight
s t a r t e d o n M o n d ay. [ T h e
Kevin Olekaibe put on a
team’s] preparation has been
paramount 28-point perright on the money this week
formance as the ‘Dogs beat
in terms of mentally being in
defending Western Athletic
what we’re trying to get done.”
Conference champion Utah
And the preparation paid off.
State 60-54 in
The ‘Dogs are
S a t u r d ay ’ s
on a two-game
H e r o e s
tur naround
y teammates just
Night at the
after losing
S av e M a r t
found me on the
three consecuCenter.
t ive c o n f e rfloor and I was just going
The win
ence games
as hard as I can.”
marked the
last week.
first time
Senior
Fresno State
— Kevin Olekaibe, Steven Shepp
has beaten
Sophomore guard led the ‘Dogs
the Aggies
with four
since 2007,
steals and
ending their
junior Tyler
10-game win streak against
Johnson finished with three
the ‘Dogs in front of an
as Fresno State forced 16 turnannounced crowd of 7,590.
overs, 12 coming on steals. On
But the win didn’t come
the other side of the ball, the
easy for the ‘Dogs as head
‘Dogs only had three tur ncoach Rodney Terry said
overs, tying a school record
preparation for the game
from 1984 against Long Beach
began early in the week.
State.
“We knew it was going to
The ‘Dogs held their ground
By Angel Moreno
The Collegian

“M

Dalton Runberg / The Collegian

Sophomore Kevin Olekaibe dunks during the Saturday’s 60-54 win over
defending WAC champion Utah State.

d e f e n s ive l y, l e a d i n g t h e
entire game and only allowing the Aggies to tie the game
just once at 34-all with 11:04
remaining.
The second half also saw
an increase in scoring as
Olekaibe scored 17 of his 26
points in the final 20 minutes.
The sophomore guard was
10-of-21 from the floor and
4-of-7 from behind the 3-point
line. Olekaibe was the anchor
in the Bulldogs’ win, playing
more minutes than any other
player on the floor.
“ I w a s j u s t p l ay i n g my
game,” said Olekaibe. “Coach
Terry always tells me to let it
come to me within the offense,
and that’s what I was doing.
My teammates found me on
the floor and I was just going
as hard as I can.”
Sophomore Tyler Johnson
found his teammates on the
open floor, connecting for five
assists on the night, while also
sinking 12 points including
See DOGS, Page 7

Giants win Super Bowl thriller
Another Manning-led drive
clinches Super Bowl XLVI
By Dan Wiederer
McClatchy-Tribune
INDIANAPOLIS — When
the drama ended Sunday, with
a Tom Brady Hail Mary landing incomplete in the end
zone just inches from Rob
Gronkowski’s fingertips, a
Super Bowl pinata erupted at
Lucas Oil Stadium.
Silver streamers rained
from the roof. Four confetti
cannons fired tiny shreds of
red, white and blue ribbon
upwards. And the New York
Giants raced wildly in divergent directions, delirious after
their latest championship triumph.
In another down-to-the-wire
classic, the Giants captured
Super Bowl XLVI thanks to
the poise of indisputably elite
quarterback Eli Manning, the
unfathomable body control of
receiver Mario Manningham
and a strange final-minute touchdown by Ahmad
Bradshaw that provided a
21-17 victory.
Bradshaw’s 6-yard TD run
with 57 seconds left capped
another remarkable Manning
rally, this one in the form of
an 88-yard touchdown drive on
his final series of the season.
Manning’s magic came four

years and two days after he led
a similarly clutch championship-winning 83-yard march
to beat the Patriots in Super
Bowl XLII.
The biggest play Sunday
was a 38-yard Manning-toManningham completion,
a bomb down the left sideline that the Giants receiver caught between New
England’s Sterling Moore and
Patrick Chung while barely
managing to tap both feet
down inbounds.
Eight plays later, the Patriots
allowed Bradshaw to score
the season’s final points, even
with the Giants running back
trying to stop short of the end
zone but failing and falling
backward into the most significant score of his career.
“It’s the greatest thing in the
world,” Bradshaw said. “It’s
the greatest feeling in my life.”
Eli Manning agreed.
For all those years that
Brady and the Patriots built
their le g acy by tor turing
Peyton Manning, who knew
the payback would come like
this, with Peyton’s younger
brother delivering Super Bowl
magic in Peyton’s home stadium against Peyton’s biggest
nemeses?
Eli finished Sunday 30-for-40

Lionel Hahn / McClatchy-Tribune

Super Bowl XLVI MVP Eli Manning completed 30 of 40 passes and tossed a touchdown as his Giants once again
topped New England on the NFL’s biggest stage.

for 296 yards, again delivering
a dream rally and laying claim
to a brand new black Corvette
as the game’s MVP. Still, the
Lombardi Trophy was the gift

he truly coveted.
“A wild game, a wild season,” Manning said. “But we
have a great bunch of guys, a
group that never quit.”

For the Giants, Sunday’s triumph completed an amazing
six-game winning streak durSee SUPER BOWL, Page 7

